With the more and more wide use of Internet and technology of computer network, people have required more for internet. The problem of network security has become the major concealed trouble which is threatening the safety and development of enterprises. We are bringing up and designing an Intranet Monitoring System (IMS) in order to solve problems in Intranet using. Through grasping the network packets at the gateway, the system analyses and processes the packets as well as adds some relevant optimization and control mechanism to maximize the effectiveness of the network. After introducing the main functions of the system, we give a detailed discussion on the design and implementation of each function. The system monitors the communication of Intranet and Internet and manages the internal network effectively, so thus to improve the security and efficiency of the Intranet.
Introduction
With the high speed of Internet development and the wide use of computer network technology, Internet has been playing an important role in the modern world. More and more corporations, schools have established their own Intranets, which connect to the Internet through dial numbers, ADSL, broadband or other ways. Foundation of the Intranet and its connection with the Internet has provided great conveniences for users to obtain messages truly and betimes [3] . All objects are two-edged swords. While network is offering a large amount of information, it has turned into a media offers a way for breaking into PC and business computer system, therefore, the problem of network and message security has caused closer and closer attention. Particularly in resent years, phenomenon, such as illegal occupying and misappropriating, lag of updating basic computing information, attacking action of Intranet computer hacker have raised the frequency of Intranet security occurrences [1] . Considering other affairs, for example, new-style virus, useless e-mails, Intranet is endangered more and more impressing. Thus concerning no matter the network security at present or the development in the future, it should be realized: the major factor of network security is no other than the threaten of intramural staffsinternal enemy should be the one to concern. In such a pressing situation, to monitor and control Intranet users' action seems especially important in designing implementing an Intranet monitoring system. Thereby, through grasping the network packets at the gateway and analyzing users' behaviour, a network monitoring-based Intranet monitoring system for managing the net has been brought up and designed and will be introduced in this essay, which would reach the purpose of guaranteeing the efficiency of corporation network resources. In Section 2, the architecture of IMS will be introduced, and in Section 3 is about designing clue and function analysis. Last will be conclusion and the vista in its future.
Architecture of the IMS system
The system structure of Intranet and Internet is shown in figure 1 , machine 192.168.192 .2……are all interacted with Internet by the medium gateway 192.168.192.254, through which we are able to learn every machine would demand the forwarding of server. If an IMS has been set here, it is allowed to control the interaction, thus to enhance its security and to raise the running efficiency. Fig. 1 Architecture of the Intranet System The architecture of the whole system is represented in Figure  2 . The whole system is divided into five parts: Web administration module, network monitoring module, protocol analysis module, network administration module and statistical analysis module.
Fig. 2 Structure chart of the systematic function
Web administration module is in charge of measuring identity, looking over rules, collocating rules, sort of missions. Network monitoring module is mainly designed to grasp the network packets, and make preparation for storing the network packets in memory. Protocol analysis module would be assigned to analyze the protocol of data link layer, network layer, transport layer and application layer, as well to store the result into the database, therefore to sustain network management, analyzing and statistic. Network administration module is assigned to supervise and control the network in order to reach the best running state of the network. Its major function includes IP address management, mail monitoring, flow control and net work accessing control. Statistical analysis module is mainly about inquiring monitored information and statistic. The major function contains: basic inquiring, reports managing and flow rate and direction analysis.
Web administration module
This module has simplified the complicated system; the major functions are as follows:
Design of identity measuring function
In order to guarantee the security, it requires appropriate validation before entering the system. Brief, explicit and friendly represents the style of this design. Once the administration have entered the right ID number and password, then press the Enter button, he is able to enter the system, then do the right operation. At the same time of setting the log-in function, controlling and marking the limit of administrators should be considered as well [4] . For example, in this system, it is designed only the -super administrator‖ owns the right to administer users. When the -super administrator‖ logs in, the system will set a right mark, which allows him to manage the user menu and to check their right marks, which are not permitted without the right mark. For the reason that only in the Intranet the firewall and the configuration of its rules could be run, project will just simply store the ID and password in a file, and encrypts this file. Design of the current rule checking function Considering that this system is quite complicated, to make it easier for the administrator to control the network accessing of Intranet computers, this system would represent the setted rules and strategies in forms of Web pages after the administrator logged in. Design of the rule configuration function According to the practical situation of Intranet, administrator configures the system, and system would input the designed rules to iptable script. when restart this system, new rules would be effective.
Network monitoring module
Packets in Ethernet are transferred through broadcast, namely, packets transferring through the internet could be received by any machine in the network segment. However, in the Mutual-Approached Network, the message link between servers are divided into several parts, thus monitoring would be a little difficult. This system constructs the monitoring project on the gateway, as a result the former problem would not be serious, we could receive all the packets trying to get access to the Internet as long as we set the network card as mixed pattern. Considering the system's ability of naturalization, we choose a function-base-Libpcap, which has no link with the operating system, to get access to the data link layer. Because Libpcap is independent of system, project based on it could be used freely used in multiple platforms. The algorithm of network monitoring is shown in Algorithm 1. First of all, project searches network devices could be monitored. Next, create a capturing handle and prepare to capture. At last, grasp the current packet in transferring and put it in the system memory, which could provide data sources for protocol analysis.
Protocol analysis module
Frames grasped by network monitoring unit are original Ethernet frames which come from data link layer and haven't been processed. To estimate user's network behaviour, we have to be acknowledged of what kinds of applications have been used. So we need the network protocol analysis module. Protocol analysis module contents four parts: data link layer protocol analysis, network layer protocol analysis, TCP and UDP layer protocol analysis and application layer protocol analysis [6] .
The algorithm of protocol analysis is shown in Algorithm 2. First, project take out the packets grasped in network monitoring unit from the system memory, then analyze the link layer protocol analysis, find original MAC address and destination MAC address. Secondly, rearrange segment IP packets and analyze IP protocol to get original IP and destination IP, through which to get the protocol used in transport layer. At last, process the UDP and TCP packets and hand in the analyzed result to the protocol analyzing part in application layer. The final result would be reserved in database. If in recent times (normally 5 minutes) the same client has tried to get access, it would be registered as continuous accessing once. If there is not, it would be considered as beginning a new interaction of network application, thus to create a new accessing record in database.
Network administration module
Only monitoring the internet is far from enough, it requires our control when run net with respect to the reality, in order to get the best fettle to work. The network administration module has several parts, including, IP address management, e-mail management, flow controlling and accessing control.
IP address management
Nowadays, the amount of users making use of the Internet are increasing, with which comes a problem, how to manage the IP address effectively. Without it, the usability of network and the service quality could descend, even collapse the network, which would cause the unnecessary economic loss [2] . With the IP address management function, we could administrate the Intranet IP addresses in a corporation Intranet and their using situation, at the same time, to solve the problem of IP address misappropriating and illegal MAC accessing, and also separate Terminal devices [7] . The detailed steps are as follows:
System uses a form which cooperate DHCP server with user registration service. In this form, the users' ID could be binded with their IP addresses, such measurement could prevent your IP address from being misappropriated. For having used dynamic DHCP, address collision caused by static address assignment could be avoided. However, it is allowed to set the static address by some special devices and staffs, thus to raise the flexibility, but for those users who set the IP address without permission, system would give them a warning and cut off the net. DHCP could recycle off-line users' IP, and give it to new users when new requests are sent. With this method have we solved the problem of inadequate IP address caused by static address assignment, and made the most use of limited IP address. Because of the limited IP address in lpv4 environment, quite a number of corporations, schools and scientific research departments have not got enough IP address, thus not to fulfill every request of connecting to the Internet. We could use the NAT function of Netfilter to design the network environment of those enterprises. With the help of iptables script only one illegal IP address could make every machine get to the Internet in this enterprise at the same time. And there still exists legal IP addresses, wo could bind multiple legal IP addresses to external network interface card, consequently implements the function of message issuance with help of the own servers of those enterprises. According to previous analysis, the core of implementing NAT is address' translation and the mapping relationship. This system mainly implements IP masquerade and IP mapping function [8] . 
Monitoring mails
With the rapid development of Internet, as a quick and convenient means of communication, e-mail has been used by the people gradually and becomes the main means of contact. Company confidential information or even the virus often spread through an e-mail, so we need to monitor and record the mails sent through gateways effectively to improve the safety of network [5] . E-mail monitoring major work is to decode the data packets of SMTP; POP3 sent by agreement's analytic parts and stored them in the database. The process of E-mail decoding is shown in algorithm 3. First of all, extract the head information from e-mail message. Secondly, extract keywords such as theme, recipient from the head .Then decode the message one by one. If there is an annex ,it also need to be decoded if it is a compressed annex we need to use the decompression program to decode the annex Finally, get the information stored in the database. 
Access control
Because of the differences between the Intranet users' job category and tasks so these users will need to be managed at different levels, and set different access restricts for each level to restrict the content of its network access, which will further enhance the efficiency of the network and save the network resources effectively.
(1) Control the computers in Intranet using HTTP services The port number of HTTP services is 80, first allow the computers in Intranet to use HTTP service, and the prohibited order is changing the target ACCEPT into DROP through Web, so iptables command is : iptables -A OUTPUT -o eth0 -p tcp -s $FW_IP --sport $UNPRIVPORTS -d any/0 --dport 80 -j ACCEPT iptables -A INPUT -i eth0 -p tcp ! --syn -s any/0 --sport 80 -d $FW_IP --dport $UNPRIVPORTS -j ACCEPT (2) Control the computers in Intranet log into MSN and QQ QQ generally log in through the TCP 80, 8000, 443 and UDP 8000, 4000, and MSN can log in from the TCP 1863,443. The process of logging in MSN and QQ is the same as logging in the Internet. It's to visit the remote server's specified port; therefore we only need to use the data transmitting. First of all, allow the computers in the Intranet to log in MSN and QQ, and the prohibited order is changing the target
